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Petit Train Toulousain (Le) 

"A Mini-Train Ride Through the City Center"

Both adults and children enjoy Toulouse's mini-train. The half-hour trip

starts at the Place Wilson and takes in all the major sights of the historic

center: the Place du Capitole, the Saint-Sernin basilica, the quays of the

Garonne River and the Place Esquirol. Young visitors love this child-sized

train whilst adults take advantage of its lazy pace to get an overview of

the city. Between June 1 and September 30, the trains run everyday from

10:30a to 12p, and then from 1:45p to 6p. Outside of the tourist season,

the trains run on Wednesdays, Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, and school

breaks (at the same hours).

 +33 7 6707 5202  www.petittraintoulouse.co

m/

 train.toulouse31@gmail.co

m

 1 Place Romulus, Toulouse
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Arts et Jeux 

"Chess Sets, Card Games and Billiards"

Located just off the place Wilson, this is a sober and elegant shop

dedicated to recreational games. It specializes in chess, bridge and

billiard, offering very high quality equipment as well as specialised theory

books. There is a great range of billiard cues, while Chinese checkers and

other card and boardgames are also available here. It is also a good place

to find out about carom, a miniature billiards from India, which uses the

fingers as cues and is becoming wildly popular.

 +33 5 6123 3628  artetjeux.fr/  1 rue Maurice-Fonvieille, Toulouse
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Animations enfants au musée St-

Raymond 

"Greco-Roman Culture for 7-10 Year Olds"

The Saint-Raymond museum runs guided tours for 7-10 year olds on

Sunday afternoons. The tour lasts about an hour, and covers one of the

following subjects: "Roman Toulouse", "Greco-Roman gods and

goddesses" or "Hercules, the true story of a Greco-Roman hero". Whilst

the children are busy, parents can take in the archaeological treasures of

this major museum. There is a gift shop at the entrance and drinks are

served in the museum garden. Tours are conducted in French only.

 +33 5 6122 3144  Place St Sernin, Toulouse
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Ideal Models 

"Classic and Remote-controlled Models"

This large shop dedicated to model building has a team of four helpful

assistants. They offer a vast selection of remote controlled vehicles-cars,

boats, rockets and classic static models: aeroplanes and tanks, among

others. You'll also find a supply of useful miniature spare parts here. Also

notice the rare, beautiful and collectable regional train station models

copied from the nearby Agen or Villeneuve-sur-Lot cities.

 +33 5 6121 6694  67 Boulevard Lazare-Carnot, Toulouse
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Tous en Jeu 

"Games, Games & More Games"

Tous en Jeu is the ultimate gaming center for children and adults alike.

With 1000 activities on offer, as well as festivals, there is little chance of

not finding something to do here. Call or see the website for more

information.

 +33 6 1861 5891  www.tousenjeu.com/  contact@tousenjeu.com  2 Rue Lavoisier, Toulouse
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Jardin Raymond-IV 

"Overlooking the Garonne River"

This garden, which is surrounded by the town's medieval wall, was

created during the renovation of the Espace d'Art moderne et

contemporain. A long gravel path runs between the two buildings to the

top of a dike, which overlooks the Garonne River. From here the views of

the Bazacle waterfall and the right bank are splendid. Lean against the

long wooden balcony immediately above the water, and feel the spray

carried by the wind. There's a children's playground in the park and a

path, which avoids the dike's steps, for cyclists.

 +33 5 6227 4848  espaces-verts@mairie-toulouse.fr  Allées Charles-de-Fitte, Toulouse

 by Booking.com 

Hotel Novotel Toulouse Centre 

"Comfortable and Luxurious"

This hotel is spread over 10 leafy hectares, close to the Japanese garden

and opposite the Palais des Congrès. Its architecture is typical of the

region: a modern take on the traditional French chateau. Your room will

have all the comforts you could want, including mini-bar, radio and en-

suite bathroom. The hotel bar, L'Arrosoir, offers drinks in the sun by the

pool while the restaurant, Côté Jardin, serves a range of specialities.

 +33 5 6121 7474  all.accor.com/hotel/0906/i

ndex.en.shtml

 H0906@accor.com  5 place Alfonse Jourdain,

Toulouse
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Muséum de Toulouse 

"Get Back to Nature!"

Located in the Jardin des Plantes, the Muséum de Toulouse, or the Musée

d’Histoire Naturelle, holds a wealth of exhibits and displays that both

children and adults can enjoy. The entrance hall showcases huge dinosaur

skeletons, but that is only the beginning of a visit into the realm of nature

and the environment presented at this multi-leveled museum. The main

floor of the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle has permanent, interactive

exhibitions that depict the development of the earth and France over the

years. As one continues, the displays become more nature-based, and

visitors enter a hall that depicts the animal kingdom, with hundreds of

taxidermy exhibits from every major genus on display. The second-floor
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hosts rotating exhibits which usually focus on particular topics affecting

the world today, and there is a large outdoor garden space with a mini

labyrinth in the center. Above all, the Musée d’Histoire Naturelle offers a

mulch-faceted view of nature.

 +33 5 6773 8484  www.museum.toulouse.fr/  museum@mairie-

toulouse.fr

 35 Allées Jules Guesde,

Toulouse
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Laser Quest 

"Be a Hero at The Toulouse Laser Quest

Arena"

For the young at heart and adventurous, Laser Quest is the place to hang

out in the Midi-Pyrenees Capital. This is one of 125 Laser Quest worldwide

locations. Whether it's for a birthday party or a teambuilding event, Laser

Quest is unique. More than a game… it’s an adventure! In a Mad Max-like

scenery, the Toulouse center offers the LQX version of this high-tech hide

and seek game. For modern heroes aged 7 to 77, LQ can be played

individually or on a team. Slip your harness on and be ready to tag your

opponents sensors in the 800-square meter (8611-square foot) inventive

maze-like arena in Toulouse.

 +33 5 61 48 31 13  toulouse.laserquest.fr/  lqtoulouse@gmail.com  105 route d'Agde, Toulouse
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Défi Kart 

"Indoor Go-Kart Course"

A huge loop of go-kart tracks provides the space for children, adults, and

competitors to speed past the finish line as many times as open hours

allow. The venue also contains a panoramic bar looking out onto the

tracks, hosts competitions, and may be rented for events or workshops.

During certain hours, the course is restricted to children or specific

vehicles on the tracks. Tickets may be purchased for individual runs or in

packages. See website or call for details.

 +33 5 6147 1414  www.defikart.fr  benoit@defikart.fr  6 rue Federico Garcia Lorca,

avenue de Fondeyre,

Toulouse
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Espace Chapiteau Grainerie 

"Grand Circus Tent"

Espace Chapiteau Grainerie located on the Rue Saint Jean is a tent set up

to host events and cultural activities. The tent belongs to the association

Le Grainerie, which is dedicated towards the circus art, and offers a

perfect atmosphere for the circus groups to train, rehearse and perform

on the stage of Espace Chapiteau Grainerie. Call or visit their website for

more information.

 +33 5 6124 3391  www.la-grainerie.net/  contact@la-grainerie.net  61 Rue Saint Jean, Balma
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La Cité de l'Espace 

"Spacing Out"

Established in 1997, La Cité de l'Espace brought space within people's

reach in Toulouse. An outdoor museum dedicated to the exploration of

space, the massive theme park is a dream come true for budding

astronauts. Interactive exhibits and a truly unique landscape have drawn

millions of visitors since the museum's doors opened, and tourists and

locals alike continue to be drawn to this unique establishment. Visitors

can zoom past the stars in the museum's 280-person planetarium, get up

close and personal with a full-scale model of the Ariane 5 rocket, and even

take the controls in a simulated rocket launch. There is also a restaurant

and on-site souvenir shop so you can take a little bit of space home with

you.
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 +33 5 6271 5600  www.cite-espace.com/  standard@cite-espace.com  Cite de l'Espace, Toulouse
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Altigone 

"Originality & Diversity in Performances"

Located outside the center of Toulouse, this arts complex offers an

extremely varied range of entertainment. More than 40 eclectic shows

and a hundred performances spanning different genres are hosted here

every year and this well-equipped event space ensures smooth

functioning of every event. Regional dance companies are invited to show

their work at festivals like Toulouse Bahia Danse in the spring. Altigone

also organizes original shows such as the Danse-Escalade during which

dancers move on a vertical wall! There's a circus with young artists from

the Lido, and poetry recitals by the Bulles de Savon. Fine art exhibitions

are also a regular feature here.

 +33 5 6139 1739 (Tickets)  www.altigone.fr/  mcfarenc.altigone@mairie-

saint-orens.fr

 Place Jean-Bellières, Saint-

Orens-de-Gameville
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Poney-Club de Fenouillet 

"For Children Only"

Located in Fenouillet, a calm nearby suburb, this club is designed for

children only. It offers a sand pit, and a small indoor school, and whenever

the weather is good, classes take off on rides through the countyside. Like

most clubs around Toulouse, they work mostly on a year-long basis;

however they are one of the few who also open their courses to outsiders.

Each one lasts 3 hours (morning or afternoon). Longer courses are also

organized during the school holidays; for non-members, the price is the

same as for individual lessons.

 +33 6 0938 3519  www.poneyclubfenouillet.

fr

 poney.fenouillet31@free.fr  19 route de Gagnac,

Fenouillet
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African Safari 

"Park & African Game Reserve"

Large and privately owned, African Safari has two different sections. The

first is a wildlife park containing African big game; lions, zebras, buffalo,

rhinoceros and ostriches. The second part is a more traditional type of zoo

with a picnic spot and children's playground. In total, there are around

350 different species of animals. There is a show with performing seals

several times a day. A small shop selling souvenirs and snacks is located

at the exit.

 +33 5 6186 4503  www.zoo-

africansafari.com/

 contact@zoo-

africansafari.com

 41 Rue des Landes, Plaisance

du Touch
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Château de Faudade 

"A Substitute to A Conventional Hotel"

Just 26 kilometers (16 miles) from Toulouse, Chateau de Faudade is a

great option when visiting the South-West of France as a family. The

surroundings are quiet, the view is just fabulous and one can enjoy

swimming at the Chateau’s pool or walking in the Bouconne forest after a

long day visiting the surroundings. Sixteen recently renovated yet simple

rooms or apartments are available for a single person or a family of four.

Each has free WiFi access and satellite TV, a fridge, a coffee-machine, a

microwave oven, a dish-washer and cooking utensils so you can cook your

own meals if you like. Some rooms have baths and others just have

showers. The 200-year old privately owned Chateau might seem a little

worn out at first sight, but the inside is comfortable, quiet and definitely

welcoming. Two rooms have disabled access.

 +33 5 61 85 80 04  chateautoulouse.com/  ctoulouse@orange.fr  12 chemin de Faudade,

Levignac
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